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1. Introduction

Let I be fixed open interval, nd consider linear functional operator
whose domain nd rnge consist of rel functions continuous in subin-
terwl of I. We sy that f is in the local domain of 2 t the point s e I, in
symbols f e D(2, s), if both f nd f re continuous in neighborhood of s.
Similarly, the global domuin D(2, J) for n interval J I consists of the
functions f such that both f und f re continuous in J. We shll suppose
that 2 is of local character in the following sense" if f vnishes identically
in some neighborhood of s, then f e D(2, s) nd f(s) O. For such n
operator the restriction of 2f to n interval J depends only on the behavior
of fin J.
We sy that 2 hs the positive maximum propery if one has f(s) <= 0

for each s e I and each f e D(, s) which a$tains a positi;e local maximum at s.
The clssicM differential operator defined by af" -k bf’ - cf with a > 0 hs
the positive mximum property if c <- 0. In view of the well-known role
of such operators in mny theories, we propose in this note to find cnoni-
cM form for the general operators of local character with the positive mxi-
mum property.

Let x be continuous strictly increasing function in I, nd m strictly
increasing right continuous function (not necessarily bounded). We shll
view x s scale, the increments of m s mesure on the Borel sets of I.
The symbol Df will be used indiscriminately for right nd left deriwtives
provided they exist t ech point nd re continuous except for iumps.
Differentiation with respect to m hs the obvious meaning provided
we gree to consider increments only for closed intervals. The operator
20 DD hs been discussed in [1] s nturl generalization of the clas-
sical operator aD - bD it is characterized by the strong mximum prop-
erty that of(X) <= 0 for ech x such that f ttins local mximum t x.

Operutors of the form 20 -k c with c -< 0 hve the positive maximum prop-
erty, nd we shll show that the most general operator with this property
is of similar, though slightly more intricate, form.
We pmmetrize I by x nd consider n rbitrry convex continuous func-

tion of x; that is, > 0 ndD 0 throughout I. The operator A defined
by

(1.1) Af o-lD{f}D
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is a special case of the operators studied in [1]. We recall in particular that
the representation (1.1) is unique in the sense that if

(1.2)

for allf.D(A),then px q-- q, p-lm + const.,andA 0. Con-
versely, if > 0 is an arbitrary solution of A 0, then

(1.3, Af

In other words, the canonical scale x and measure m are determined up to a
trivial linear transformation, and the right side of (1.1) remains unchanged
if is replaced by an arbitrary positive annihilator of A. The following
lemma shows that operators of the form (1.1) represent a simple generaliza-
tion of the operators 0 + const.

LEMMA. If > 0 and A O, then is convex, and

Thus the measure defined by d d’/w is independent of the choice of the
annihilator . The operator A may be redefined by

(1.5) Af.dm df’ f d
in the sense that the integrals of the two sides are equal for each f in the domain

of A. The derivative Df f’ is continuous except for jumps, and these can
occur only at the points of discontinuity of either m or

Conversely, if is an arbitrary nonnegative measure on I, then there exists in
I a two-parameter family of positive convex annihilators of (1.5), and with
each of them (1.5) is equivalent to (1.1).

If is in the domain of o D Dx, then (1.5) reduces to the simpler
form Af DD- cf where c 0.
The main result of the present puper is contained in

THEOREM 1. Let have local character and the positive maximum property.
Suppose that nowhere degenerates into a first order operator. Then there
exists a uniquely determined operator A of the form (1.1) or (1.5) which is an
extension of , that is, f Af wherever f is continuous.

Every operator of the form (1.1) or (1.5) has the positive maximum property.

In [3] it is shown that operators of the form (1.5) with discontinuous meas-
ures m and occur naturally in the theory of the vibrating string. Ex-
umples will be found in that paper. The next theorem shows the role of

A differential operator A is of first order if there exists a scale parameter y such that
Af bD f + cf for each f D(A). For an intrinsic characterization see 12].
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our operators for the diffusion with possible destruction of masses. Let C be
the usual Banach space of continuous functions in I.

TEOREM 2. Let T} be a strongly continuous positivity-preserving semi-
group of operators from C to C such that T 1 <- 1 for O, and suppose that
its generator defined by

(1.6) f(x) lim T f f (x)
-0

is of local character. Then has the positive maximum property.

In other words, the most general diffusion process without creation of
masses is generated by an operator of the form (1.5).

2. Proof of the lemma
Let A be defined by (1.1). If Af is continuous in J, the one-sided deriva-

tives Dx(f/) (f/)’ exist everywhere, and

(2.1) Af 1_ D,,,{f’ f’}.

On integration by parts

(2.2) Af dm f’ rio I,
-b ’ d -’

and another integration by parts shows that (1.5) holds with d’ d’/.
It follows that if > 0 and A > 0, then D’ >_- 0, so that ’ is non-

decreasing, and hence is convex. On the other hand if

(2.3) -I- const. ,
then A 0, and conversely. Clearly the two arbitrary constants in (2.3)
may be chosen so that at a prescribed point, will be positive and have a
local minimum. Such q can have no positive maximum, and therefore will
be positive and convex throughout I. That with such the relations (1.3)
and (1.1) are equivalent has been shown in [1] and follows easily on using
integrations by parts. The remaining assertions of the lemma are now
obvious.

3. Proof of Theorem
We assume that 2 is of local character, that it has the positive maximum

property, and that it nowhere degenerates into a first order differential
operator. Let the interval I be parametrized arbitrarily by s.
We prove first: suppose that in a subinterval J c I we have 9 0,

By means of this theorem the arguments of [1], Section 9, may be simplified consider-
ably.
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> O. Then can have no strict maximum in the interior (that is, the maxi-
mum of in J is assumed at a boundary point). Assume that has a strict
maximum at the interior point s. Since 12 does not degenerate, we can
find an f e D(t, s) such that f(s) > O, and therefore 2f > 0 in a neighborhood
N c J of s. It is possible to choose }, so large that the value of f -at s exceeds the value at either boundary point, and hence f - hb attains
a local maximum at some interior point s e N. However, this contradicts
the positive maximum property since (f + O)(s’) f(s’) > O. This
proves the assertion.
The same argument shows that t has the weak maximum property" if

g _-< 0 in a neighborhood of s and g(s) 0, then g(s) <- 0 for each
g e D(t, s). We know therefore from [2] that the domain of definition of t
may be enlarged to include two functions , such that 2o 0 if and
only if co is a linear combination of and . The functions and are
linearly independent in each subinterval of I. Furthermore, in every
subinterval in which co > 0 the operator 2 may be represented in the form
(1.1), x and m having the properties described in Section 1.
To two arbitrary points < choose a linear combination o pC + q

such that co(a) co(f) A > 0. Then co cannot have a strict positive
maximum or a strict negative minimum at an interior point of (a, /), and
hence we conclude that 0 -< c0(s) __< A for a < s < . Furthermore, co can-
not decrease in the interval s > /, and cannot increase in the interval s < .
Therefore co >__ 0 everywhere, and a zero of co is possible only in the interior
of (a, t). The sum of two such functions will be strictly positive, and we
conclude that it is possible to choose two independent functions and b strictly
positive throughout I such that 0 and b O.

If for fixed ), the function co , had two zeros, it would somewhere
in between attain a positive maximum or a negative minimum, which is
impossible since 2co 0. Therefore the ratio b/ is strictly monotone, and
without loss of generality we may assume that

(3.1)

is strictly increasing.
After these preliminaries we come to the main point of the proof.

introduce t as a new variable, and show that

As functions of the reciprocals -1 and b-1 are concave.

We

In other words, it is asserted that for arbitrary points

(3.2) {(s)

and similarly for . To prove (3.2) define by

(3.3)
(s){(s) f(-)}-() + (s)l() (s)}-(-).
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Then o is a linear combination of and such that o(a) (f) 1.
As we have seen, this implies o(s) =< 1 for a < s < , which proves (3.2).

It has been shown in [2] that our f is of the form given in (1.1) where 0

is an arbitrary positive annihilator of f. We choose o . The rela-
tion f 0 is then equivalent to 2D X where X > 0 is a constant.
The concavity of o-i implies that a one-sided derivative D exists at all
points, and we have

(3.4) D D.D X-2D -)D -1.
Since the last term is increasing, we have proved that as a function of x is
conyex.

This proves the first part of Theorem 1. Given an arbitrary operator
(1.5) and an f in its domain, Af < 0 together with f > 0 implies D,f < O,
so that f can have no positive maximum in an interval where Af O. Thus
A has the positive maximum property.

4. Proof of Theorem 2
Let f e D(2), and suppose that f attains a local positive maximum at a

point s where f(s) > O. Put

(4.1) F f f(s)l.

ThenF(0) 0andF __< 0inaneighborhoodofs. Therefore G Fu 0
is identically zero in a neighborhood of s. In consequence of the local char-
acter of 2 we have therefore

(4.2) 0 fG(s) lim_.0 t-l T G GI (s) lim_.0 t-T G(s).

On the other hand

(4.3) TF >- Vf f(s)l,

and therefore

lim inf0 t-lT F(s) >= lim_.0 t-l{ Tf f} (s) ff(s),

which proves the assertion.
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